Abstract-Quality-Diversity (QD) algorithms are a recent type of optimisation methods that search for a collection of both diverse and high performing solutions. They can be used to effectively explore a target problem according to features defined by the user. However, the field of QD still does not possess extensive methodologies and reference benchmarks to compare these algorithms. We propose a simple benchmark to compare the reliability of QD algorithms by optimising the Rastrigin function, an artificial landscape function often used to test global optimisation methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Search optimisation algorithms are popular methods to automatically explore a search space to find highperforming solutions. In such cases, the goal is traditionally to find the single best solution. However, in some problems it is useful for the search process to explore a range of both diverse and high-performing solutions. This approach is realised by a recent family of optimisation algorithms named Quality-Diversity (QD) algorithms or Illumination algorithms [1] , [2] , such as Map-Elites [3] and Novelty Search with Local Competition [4] . Algorithms like Map-Elites [3] are grid-based, and regroup the explored solutions in a grid of elites. This produces sets of high-performing solutions that vary according to features defined by the user, represented as axes of the grid.
These algorithms are particularly successful in evolutionary robotics problems [3] , [5] , [6] , either by improving diversity to overcome deceptive search spaces [7] , or by identifying and exploiting the generated repertoire of solutions [3] .
QD algorithms are attractive methods to explore features landscapes of difficult and ill-defined problems, as the diversification of the explored solutions could help a traditional optimisation process to cope with highly multi-modal and deceptive target functions and prevent it from getting stuck in local-optima.
Here, we propose a method to compare grid-based QD algorithms by exploring artificial landscapes functions often used to compare global optimisation algorithms [8] . The goal is not just to find the global minimum as it is traditionally the case, but to exhaustively explore the landscape of this function. In this context, we compare the reliability [3] (i.e., how close the solutions found for each bin of the grid are to the oracle values) of two versions of the MAP-Elites algorithms on the Rastrigin function [9] .
II. METHODS

A. Benchmark
We minimise the Rastrigin [9] function (Fig. 1) . It is often used as a performance test problem for singleobjective optimisation algorithms. On an n-dimensional domain [10] , it is defined by:
where A = 10 and x i ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]. Finding the minimum of this function is difficult due to its large search space and high multimodality. It is easy to increase the difficulty of this benchmark by increasing the dimensionality n of the target function. As defined in [3] , the reliability of a QD algorithm corresponds to how close the solutions found for each bin of the grid are to the oracle values. Reliability can be measured locally (at the level of a single bin) or globally (covering the entire grid). We create a reference grid M of the oracle values by running the MAP-Elites [3] algorithm to illuminate the Rastrigin [9] function on a 2-dimensional domain.
The bin of M at position x, y is termed M x,y . We set M max as the maximal quality values in M , and n(M ) as the number of filled bins in M . The local reliability L(m x,y ) of bin m x,y for grid m is:
The global reliability G(m) for grid m is defined as:
All benchmarks were conduced using the QDpy [11] framework.
III. RESULTS
We use the proposed methodology to compare two versions of the Map-Elites [3] algorithm according to their global reliability. ME1 uses polynomial bounded mutations, like the original Map-Elites algorithm and as described in [12] (mutation prob.: 0.5, eta: 10). ME2 uses Gaussian mutations (mutation prob.: 0.5, mean: 0, stddev: 1.0). Both versions use 64 bins per feature (i.e., 4096 bins per grid). This number of bins is chosen arbitrarily to illustrate our methodology.
We define the Reference case as an oracle that describes the illuminated grid of solutions for the 2-dimension Rastrigin function. Other methods are then compared to the Reference case. It is possible to compare illuminations of f k to illuminations of f l with k ≥ l because the Rastrigin function [9] is separable. Figure 2 compares the results obtained after 1000000 evaluations, for both the ME1 and ME2 methods used to illuminate the Rastrigin function with varying number of dimensions. Figures 2A and B show examples of the final grids for the reference case and for ME1 applied on the 14-dimension Rastrigin function. Figure 2C presents the evolution of global reliability by evaluations, for all tested cases. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a simple method to compare the reliability of grid-based QD algorithms with artificial landscapes functions. Namely, we compared two version of the MapElites [3] algorithm on the Rastrigin function [9] often used to compare global optimisers [8] .
We plan to extend this study to other artificial landscapes functions for unconstrained or constrained optimisation. Our methodology could be extended to test algorithms with grids composed of several different numbers of bins.
